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enhance your company’s brand image & attract your target clientele 



In the midst of intense competition, a compelling brand image is crucial to a successful business, whether large or small.  One of the most 
powerful ways to communicate the essence of your company’s brand is through interior design.  Iconic companies such as Apple, Chanel and 

Louis Vuitton use this strategy to enhance their brand image, differentiate themselves from competitors, appeal to their target market and, 
ultimately, gain higher profits.  Regardless of the industry, having a well-branded environment is now an integral part of any sound business 

strategy to stand out from competitors, and to make your products or services coveted versus merely being a commodity.  
  

The following are five key components of a compelling branded environment, which Seyie Design implements in its interior creations.  These 
elements can be incorporated into your company’s physical space – whether a lifestyle, hospitality, office or retail environment – in order to 

achieve the desired brand perception, increase recognition and inspire client loyalty.  
 


Create an Interior Synonymous with Your Product or Brand

 Reinforce Your Visual Identity 
Create a Special Experience 

Engage the Senses 
Use Consistent Visual Language 



Why Should Your Company Care About It?
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Key Component #1: Create an Interior Synonymous with Your Product or Brand 
Reflect your company’s core personality or philosophy in your interior environment.  This encompasses both aesthetic and ambiance, which 

will help create your company’s desired perception in the minds of your target clientele and distinguish you from competitors. 
 

Concept for the above project was a “chic beach retreat meets old world charm.”  A fresh white background layered with contemporary 
furniture, antiques, playful color & rich materials, including mother of pearl & shells, evoke an easy coastal elegance with an unexpected 

glamorous vibe, making this project stand out from the typical beach retreat.   
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Key Component #1: Create an Interior Synonymous with Your Product or Brand (Continued)
For the fine watches boutique pictured above, our client wanted to pay homage to its long history of being in business while resonating with the 

current young consumers.  So, we created a “tradition meets contemporary” concept, using a traditional palette of dark wood, chocolate brown & 
brass with a contemporary twist and pared down design. This design concept also helped our client secure Hermes as a shop-in-shop.  Effectively 

communicating your brand image is essential to not only appealing to direct consumers, but even to creating relationships with renowned 
companies that can further elevate your company’s allure. 
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Key Component #2: Reinforce Your Visual Identity
Use your company’s logo, a trademark design element or color throughout the space as an interior detail.  For example, an interesting logo can be 
repeated to create a design pattern on the wall behind a reception desk, or as an architectural detail in certain focal areas.  Additionally, the color of 

your logo may be used as an accent color for furniture or accessories throughout your space, as in the creative office above. 
   

Utilizing color is one of the simplest ways to reinforce a visual identity, so choose it thoughtfully when selecting a paint, furniture or accessory color.  
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Key Component #3: Create a Special Experience 
Conceive unique design experiences within your environment that will entertain, engage and educate your target consumers about your company, 

or elevate their lives.  Identify the lifestyle philosophy and promise of your brand, and create well-designed specific areas where thoughtfully 
curated experiences can be enjoyed.  This can be a compelling way to create an emotional connection.   

 
In a hospitality environment, an exclusive suite may further elevate fine living by being outfitted with all amenities of a luxury residence, including 

a chic bar & cellar complete with sommelier selected wines, as in the image above.  While in a residential development, a sales gallery could be a 
place to not only view the design, but get an immersive experience of the offered lifestyle.   
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Key Component #4: Engage the Senses 
Paying careful attention to how your clients engage with your business 
through their senses is a powerful method to completely immerse them 
into your brand, and is only possible in a physical environment.   
  
Make sure the connections are interesting and consistent with your 
brand image through:  
 
•  Sight – in addition to interior design, also consider other visual 

items such as collaterals, tabletops, linen, etc. 
•  Sound – music  
•  Touch – texture of your furnishing, décor, or an ability to touch  

products  
•  Smell – a signature scent from candles, diffuser or flowers 
•  Taste – complimentary beverage or refreshments  
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Key Component #5: Use Consistent Visual Language 
If your brand has a presence in more than one physical location, keep your design sensibility consistent but not necessarily identical.  Maintaining 
similar visual language, while incorporating unique elements specific to a location, will help reinforce brand recognition and simultaneously offer a 

sense of place to consumers.       
  

For the above beauty salon & spa company, we retained visual consistency between the flagship (left) and satellite location (right) by continuing 
the design elements of a white palette with “pops” of color, interior simplicity with design-centric furniture style, and minimalist product displays in 
both locations.  But we also gave each location a distinct identity – a luxurious look for the flagship, and an industrial urban vibe for the satellite.     
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Now that you have discovered the five key components used by powerful companies to create compelling branded environments, incorporate 
them into your company’s interior to distinguish yourself from competitors, inspire brand loyalty and ultimately attain higher business profits! 

 
If you would like to receive a personalized assessment to create  

a compelling branded environment, contact us at: 
 

T:  323.630.1841 
info@seyiedesign.com 
www.seyiedesign.com 

 
Connect with us for design inspiration: 

www.instagram.com/seyieputsure/ 
www.facebook.com/SeyieDesign/ 
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About 
Seyie Design is an Interior Branding design firm that helps design-conscious companies create fashionable & functional branded interior 
designs to enhance brand image, maximize business productivity and attract target clientele.  
  
Founded by Seyie Putsure who started her career as an executive with CHANEL and Dolce & Gabbana in New York City, Seyie Design 
brings a deep understanding of branding, consumer desire and a high level of sophistication into its interior creations.  Since its founding in 
2007, Seyie Design’s body of work has grown internationally to include retail, high-end salons & spas, boutique bakeries, exclusive lounges, 
creative offices and luxurious residences.  Seyie was Fendi Casa's Designer of the Month, the sole designer for the 54th and 55th Annual 
GRAMMY Awards® Official Talent Gift Lounge, and has been featured in Vogue, TIME, LUCKY, Elle, Coveteur, and Los Angeles Magazine, 
among others.   
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